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ABSTRACT

Prosody contains information that is lost when utterances
are transcribed into letters or characters. This paper is

concerned with exploiting such information for syntactic

analysis of read Japanese sentences. In our previous work,
we employed 12 prosodic features, and made a statisti-

cal model to represent the relationship between those fea-

tures and dependency distances. Then, by incorporating
the model in our parser, which allows the use of numer-

ical information as linguistic knowledge, we showed that

prosodic information is in fact e�ective for syntactic anal-
ysis. In the present work, we took up 24 prosodic fea-

tures, and conducted an extensive search for e�ective ones.

Also the statistical model was modi�ed to account for the
actual distribution of the feature values. In open exper-

iments using an ATR 503-sentence database, parsing ac-

curacy was improved by 21.2% compared with the case
where no prosodic information was used. The duration of

pauses at phrase boundaries was consistently e�ective in

both closed and open experiments, while the e�ectiveness
of other features, when used together with the duration of

pause, was not clear in open experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prosody contains information that is lost when utterances

are transcribed into letters or characters. Such informa-

tion may be useful for language processing, which has tra-
ditionally relied solely on information extracted from writ-

ten materials. Many authors have suggested possible use

of prosodic information for syntactic analysis. Uyeno et

al. observed systematic changes in the duration of pauses

at phrase boundaries and pitch contours of read Japanese

sentences depending on their syntactic structures [1]. Ko-
matsu et al. obtained something like a parse tree by suc-

cessively dividing a sentence at phrase boundaries using

prosodically de�ned association strength between adjacent
phrases [2]. Veilleux et al. reported the use of prosodic

information for parse scoring [3]. Sekiguchi et al. showed

that prosodic information is e�ective for determining if ad-
jacent phrases are in modi�cation relation [4]. Eguchi et al.
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employed �ve prosodic features, and constructed a model

to represent a statistical relationship between those fea-

tures and dependency distances between phrases. Then, by
incorporating the model into a Japanese parser, which can

utilize numerical information as linguistic knowledge, they

found that those prosodic features, especially the duration
of pause, are e�ective to improve the parsing accuracy [5].

Up to the authors' knowledge, this is the �rst work for the

Japanese language that demonstrated quantitatively the
e�ectiveness of prosodic information in parsing. This line

of work has been further developed, increasing the number

of test speakers, and adding new prosodic features [6,7].

In the series of works [5,6,7], statistical distributions of

prosodic features are modeled by Gaussian density func-
tions. However, actual distributions of feature values, es-

pecially of the duration of pause, are signi�cantly di�erent
from Gaussian distributions. Thus, the �rst point of this

paper is an improvement on distribution functions for the

prosodic features. The second point is an extensive search
for e�ective prosodic features, employing 24 candidate fea-

tures including new ones.

2. PROSODIC FEATURES

A Japanese sentence is a sequence of phrases, where a

phrase is a syntactic unit called the bunsetsu in Japanese,

consisting of a content word followed by (possibly 0) func-
tion words such as particles and auxiliary verbs. Given

an utterance, prosodic features associated with a phrase X

are de�ned on the basis of the duration of pause, log-power
contour, log-pitch contour, and speaking rate. Many of the

features are de�ned relative to the immediately succeeding
phrase Y of X.

Most of the features employed in [7] were also taken up in
this work. Those are pause, front-duration, back-duration,

pitch-slope, pitch-gap1, pitch-gap2, mean-pitch-gap, power-

slope, power-gap1, power-gap2, and mean-power-gap. In
addition to these features, the following new features were

examined:

(1) Front-pause is the duration of pause immediately pre-

ceding X.
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(2) Front-pitch-slope is the regression coe�cient of the

pitch contour of X before its maximum.

(3) Back-pitch-slope is the regression coe�cient of the

pitch contour of X after its maximum.

(4) Front-power-slope is the regression coe�cient of the

power contour of X before its maximum.

(5) Back-power-slope is the regression coe�cient of the

power contour of X after its maximum.

(6) Speaking-rate1 is the speaking rate of X measured in

morae/sec.

(7) Speaking-rate2 is the speaking rate of Y measured in

morae/sec.

(8) Front-phrase-command is the magnitude of the phrase

command just before X.

(9) Back-phrase-command is the magnitude of the phrase

command just after X.

(10) Phrase-command-time is the time interval between

the end of X and the phrase command just after X.

(11) Phrase-command-gap1 is the di�erence between the

magnitudes of the phrase commands just before and
after X.

(12) Phrase-command-gap2 is the phrase-command-gap1
divided by the duration of X.

(13) No-accent-command is the number of accent com-
mands in X divided by the duration of X.

Thus, 24 prosodic features in total were examined in this

work. The features (8)�(13) are related to the accent com-
mand and the phrase command [8], which were extracted

by a prosody analysis tool \PROSODY" developed at Hi-

rose Laboratory, Tokyo University.

3. DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS

3.1. Global Syntactic Constraints

From a dependency grammatical point of view, the struc-

ture of a Japanese sentence can be described by specifying
which phrase modi�es which phrase in the sentence. Thus,

the syntactic structure of a sentence w1w2 � � �wm, repre-

sented as a sequence of phrases, is described by specifying
a function that maps a modi�er phrase to its modi�cand:

S : f1; 2; � � � ;m � 1g �! f2; 3; � � � ; mg:

Reecting syntactic properties of the Japanese language,

the function S must satisfy the following constraints:

� 8i 2 f1; 2; � � � ;m � 1g : i < S(i).

� 8i; j 2 f1; 2; � � � ; m� 1g : i < j ) S(i) � S(j).

A function that satis�es the above two constraints is re-
ferred to as a dependency structure on w1w2 � � �wm. There

are (2(m�1)C(m�1))=m dependency structures on a phrase

sequence of length m. Under a dependency structure S,

S(i) � i is called the dependency distance between wi and

wS(i), or simply dependency distance of wi. For a pair of
phrases wi and wj (j > i), j � i is called the inter-phrase

distance, or simply distance between wi and wj regardless

of whether S(i) = j or not.

3.2. Local Syntactic Constraints

Besides the global syntactic constraints, there are local syn-

tactic constraints concerning whether two given phrases

can be in modi�cation relation. These constraints are de-
termined by the morphemes composing those phrases. For

example, a phrase consisting of a single adjective can mod-

ify a phrase starting with a noun only, or a phrase starting
with a verb or adjective only, depending on its inected

form. The set of the local syntactic constraints is referred

to as the dependency rule.

3.3 Minimum Penalty Parser

Most of classical Japanese parsers are based on the idea of

searching for dependency structures that are permitted by

the dependency rule. However, this leaves too much syn-
tactic ambiguity. Thus, instead of relying on just yes/no

information given by the dependency rule, the use of nu-

merical information such as probability or preference of
modi�cation is becoming more popular. In our parser, lin-

guistic knowledge is represented by a function F (x; y) that
measures the amount of penalty when x modi�es y. The

parser then searches for a dependency structure S that

minimizes the total penalty
P

m�1

i=1
F (wi; wS(i)), given a

sentence w1w2 � � �wm [9].

3.4 Penalty Function

In this work, the penalty function F (x; y) is de�ned on the

basis of statistical knowledge about the relationship be-
tween the prosodic features and the dependency distances.

Let d be the dependency distance of a phrase in a sen-

tence, and p = (p1; . . . ; pn) the prosodic feature vector as-

sociated with the phrase. The conditional probability of d
given p is denoted by P (d j p), which can be rewritten by

Bayes theorem as

P (d j p) =
P (p j d)P (d)P
d
P (p j d)P (d)

:

Thus, P (d j p) can be calculated from P (p j d) and P (d).

P (p j d) is estimated by

P (p j d) =

nY
i=1

Pi(pijd);

where Pi(pijd) is the conditional p.d.f. of pi estimated
from a set of phrases having the dependency distance d in

a corpus. Also, P (d) is estimated as P (d) = Nd=
P

d
Nd,

where Nd is the number of phrases having the dependency

distance d. Then the penalty function F (x; y) is de�ned as

F (x; y) =

�
� logP (d(x; y) j p); if (x; y) 2 DR

1; otherwise;

where d(x; y) is the distance between the phrases x and

y, p is the prosodic feature vector associated with x, and



(x; y) 2 DR signi�es that x is allowed to modify y by the

dependency rule.

4. EFFECTIVENESS OF PROSODIC
FEATURES

4.1 Speech Material

An ATR speech database [10] was used in this work. This

database contains 503 Japanese sentences extracted from
newspapers, journals, novels, letters, textbooks, and etc.,

which are divided into 10 groups A � J. The sentences

have labels that indicate their dependency structures. It
also contains the speech waveforms for the sentences read

by professional announcers/narrators. Two male speak-

ers' (MHT, MTK), and two female speakers' (FKN, FYM)
voices were used here.

In the following experiments, the sentence groups A �

J were divided into training data and test data as in Ta-

ble 1. Exp(i) is for closed experiments, while Exp(ii) and
Exp(iii) are for open experiments. All the experiments in

this paper are speaker-closed. Results of parsing were eval-

uated by parsing accuracy: the percentage of test sentences
whose dependency structures determined by parsing coin-

cide exactly with those described in the database.

Table 1. Training data and test data.

training data test data

Exp(i) A{J (503 sentences) A{J (503 sentences)

Exp(ii) D{J (353 sentences) A{C (150 sentences)
Exp(iii) A{G (350 sentences) H{J (153 sentences)

4.2 Distribution Function for Duration
of Pause

In the series of works [5,6,7], the distribution of the du-

ration of pauses is assumed to be Gaussian for every de-

pendency distance. However, the actual distribution dif-
fers signi�cantly from a Gaussian distribution especially

for dependency distances 1� 3; the histogram of pauses
has a sharp peak at duration = 0, then a deep dip appears

at a small value of duration. In order to approximate this

peculiar distribution, every combination of Gaussian distri-
bution, Poisson distribution, exponential distribution, and

normalized histogram was tested for dependency distances

1�3. For dependency distances greater than 3, normal-
ized histograms were used. Table 2 shows the best three

combinations under the condition Exp(i). Table 3 shows

the parsing accuracy for those combinations. In the table,
dist. means a case when P (d(x; y) j p) was replaced with

P(d(x; y)) in the de�nition of the penalty function F (x; y),

and det. means a case when a deterministic analysis [11]
was employed, in which no prosodic information was used.

Although C3 gave the best average accuracy, the best com-

bination di�ers from speaker to speaker. To resolve this
point, one more prosodic feature was combined with each

combination, measuring the parsing accuracy. As a result,

C2 turned out to be the best for almost all the speakers.

Therefore, throughout the experiments below, the combi-

nation C2 was used.

Table 2. Combinations of distribution functions for the
duration of pause. For dependency distances greater than

3, normalized histograms were used. D stands for depen-

dency distance.

C1 Gaussian distributions for D = 1; 2; 3.

C2 Normalized histogram for D = 2.

Gaussian distributions for D = 1; 3.

C3 Gaussian distributions for D = 1; 2.

Poisson distribution for D = 3.

Table 3. Parsing accuracy(%) for combinations of distri-

bution functions.

Comb. MHT MTK FKN FYM Av.

C1 59.6 57.3 57.3 55.5 57.4
C2 59.4 57.3 57.1 55.7 57.4

C3 60.2 56.9 57.3 55.7 57.5

dist. 52.3

det. 47.3

4.3 Combinations of Prosodic Features

It has been reported that the duration of pause is most

e�ective [5]. In order to search for other e�ective features,
the next most e�ective feature was determined one by one,

and added successively to the components of the prosodic

feature vector.

4.3.1 Closed Experiments

The experimental condition was Exp(i) in this case. As

shown in Table 4, 11 features were found e�ective. The

parsing accuracy for combinations of those features are
shown in Table 5. Thus, parsing accuracy was improved by

28.3% compared with that of deterministic analysis where

no prosodic information was used.

Table 4. Combinations of prosodic features.

Comb. Features successively added

Ca \pause"only

Cb Ca + \speaking-rate2"
Cc Cb + \power-gap1"

Cd Cc + \front-pitch-slope"

Ce Cd + \front&back-power-slope"
Cf Ce + \no-accent-command"

Cg Cf + \back-duration"

Ch Cg + \phrase-command-gap2"
Ci Ch + \power-gap2"

Cj Ci + \pitch-gap2"
Ck Cj + \front-pause"



Table 5. Parsing accuracy(%) for combinations of

prosodic features.

Comb. MHT MTK FKN FYM Av.

Ca 59.4 57.3 57.1 55.7 57.4
Cb 60.4 58.4 58.1 57.1 58.5

Cc 60.4 59.0 58.1 57.3 58.7

Cd 61.0 59.2 57.9 57.3 58.9
Ce 61.6 58.4 58.3 58.3 59.2

Cf 62.6 59.8 58.3 58.3 59.8

Cg 63.0 59.2 59.2 58.1 59.9
Ch 63.0 60.0 59.6 59.2 60.5

Ci 63.4 60.8 58.6 59.4 60.5

Cj 63.2 60.8 58.6 59.6 60.6
Ck 63.8 60.4 59.2 59.4 60.7

dist. 52.3

det. 47.3

4.3.2 Open Experiments

In this case, the experimental conditions were Exp(ii) and

Exp(iii), and the results were averaged over the two cases.
As shown in Table 6, 3 features were found e�ective. It

is seen in Table 7 that parsing accuracy was improved by

21.2% compared with that of deterministic analysis. How-
ever, only a very small number of features showed e�ec-

tiveness. Moreover, most of the improvement was due to

the duration of pause, and contribution of other features
was not clear.

Table 6. Combinations of prosodic features.

Comb. Features successively added

CA \pause"only

CB CA + \power-gap1"

CC CB + \back-duration"

Table 7. Parsing accuracy for combinations of prosodic
features (averaged over Exp(ii) and Exp(iii)).

Comb. MHT MTK FKN FYM Av.

CA 60.4 59.8 59.7 56.8 59.2

CB 62.3 60.0 59.8 57.4 59.9

CC 62.3 61.3 59.1 57.4 60.0

dist. 54.5

det. 49.5

5. CONCLUSION

Twenty-four prosodic features were employed, and an ex-
tensive search was conducted for e�ective ones. Also, an

e�ective combination of distribution functions was sought

to better model the actual distribution of the duration of
pauses. Parsing accuracy was improved by 21.2% with the

use of prosodic information in open experiments. This �g-

ure is 4.7 point higher than our previous result [7]. The

duration of pause was consistency e�ective in both closed

and open experiments, while contribution of other features,
related to the pitch, power, and speaking rate, was not

clear when used together with the duration of pause. More

work is needed to assess the amount of syntactic informa-
tion contained in those features, and to �nd a way of fully

exploiting them in syntactic analysis.
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